One of the major challenges in Natural Language Processing is identifying Clauses and their Boundaries in Compu-tational Linguistics. This paper attempts to develop an Automatic Clause Bound-ary Identifier (CBI) for Telugu lan-guage. The language Telugu belongs to South-Central Dravidian language fami-ly with features of head-final, leftbranching and morphologically agglutinative in nature (Bh. Krishnamurti, 2003). A huge amount of corpus is studied to frame the rules for identifying clause boundaries and these rules are trained to a computational algorithm and also discussed some of the issues in identifying clause boundaries. A clause boundary annotated corpus can be developed from raw text which can be used to train a machine learning algorithm which in turns helps in development of a Hybrid Clause Boundary Identification Tool for Telugu. Its implementation and evaluation are discussed in this paper.
Introduction
A Clause is a grammatical unit that includes, at minimum, a predicate and an explicit and implied subject and expresses a proposition (Crystel, 1980) . In other words, a clause is defined as a group of words having a subject and a predicate. It is a well-known fact that a sentence may contain one or more clause. Simple sentences always have a single clause. Analyzing these clauses in NLP is an easy task. But when a sentence has more than one clause it becomes difficult to process. Identification of predicate and its dependent thematic elements become even more difficult. To solve this problem, identification of clause boundary is mandatory. Clause Boundary Identification is the process of dividing the given sentence into a set of clause. Correct automatic detection of major syntactic boundaries, in particular clause boundaries help in improving many other tools in NLP (Leffa, 1998; Ejerhed, 1988 , Vijay et al., 2009 Gadde et al., 2010) . The
Telugu Clause boundary identifier (T-CBI)
is an automatic tool to identify boundaries of clauses and mark their start and end points. In another words, it identifies the structure that underlies the sentence. Shallow parsed sentence are used as input to T-CBI and further parse the sentence and marks the clause with their boundaries along with their appropriate tags. This module can be used in bigger NLP systems like Machine Translation systems, Information Extraction and Information Retrieval, Search Engines, etc.
The data driven (Puscasu, 2004) and rule based (Leffa, 1998) approaches are prominent in the development of a CBI. In order to build a clause boundary identifier, using data driven approach, one needs to have a good clause boundary annotated corpus for training (Sharma et al, 2013) . Such a corpus is not available in the Telugu language. Hence a Rule-Based approach is selected in the current study to develop an efficient CBI for Telugu. By using Morphological cues such as agreement markers (person, gender, number) and case markers/ Tense Aspect Modal
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(TAM) markers to identify the start and end of the clause. Other than these, certain lexical cues are used to identify the CBI. Identified Thematic roles of the constituents are used in the T-CBI for better performance of the Rules. The development of automatic T-CBI will be used to develop the clause boundary annotated corpus for the task of clause boundary identification from raw text using machine learning process in NLP.
Review of Earlier Researches
Clause Boundary Identification started with Eva Ejerhed's Clause Identification System (Ejerhed, 1988 ) for text to speech system. Leffa (1998) has developed a rule-based system to identify clauses from English to Portuguese machine translation system. Papageorgiou developed a rule-based clause boundary system as a pre-processing tool for bilingual alignment parallel text (Papageorgiou, 1997) . Tomohiro Ohno et al. (2006) built CBI for Japanese to implement Spoken Monologue System. The dependencies within a clause are identified by dividing a sentence into clauses and executing stochastic dependency parsing for each clause. Later, the dependencies over clause boundaries are identified stochastically, and the dependency structure of the entire sentence is thus completed. This method executes dependency parsing in two stages: at the clause level and at the sentence level. According to their evaluation, the recall of the system is 95.7% and the precision is 96.9%. Phani Gadde et al. (2010) have attempted to improve data driven dependency parsing using clausal information. They have used Stagel parser of Husain et al. (2009) , to provide the clause boundary information that is then incorporated as features during the actual parsing process. They experimented with different combinations of the information provided in the data such as Vibhakti and TAM fields. Daraksha Parveen et al. (2011) have built a CBI for Urdu using Conditional Random Field (CRF) as the classification method and clause markers. A hybrid approach is proposed to use both techniques i.e. rule based and machine learning to build an identifier for different clause boundaries of Urdu language. Lakshmi, S. et al. (2012) have built a clause boundary identification system for Malayalam sentences using the CRF. Here, the clause boundaries are identified using grammatical features. Sobha L. et al. (2013) have built Malayalam CBI using CRF. They have developed a corpus with tagging of different type of clauses as well as the start and end of the clause. They selected approximately 6415 tourism and 385 health corpus sentences from the Web and the training set consisted of 5000 sentences from both the domains. Testing of the system was done with 401 unseen sentences from the corpus of tourism. They achieved a precision and recall on different types of clauses of about 70% and 80% respectively. Aniruddha Ghosh et al. (2013) have built CBI for the Bengali language. They used a syntactic rule based model with CRF, a machine learning technique. They have achieved 73% and 78% of precision and recall respectively. Rahul Sharma et al. (2013) have attempted to build a clause boundary to Hindi Treebank data. They have used the dependency attachments and dependency annotated relations to mark clauses. They chose 16,000 sentences and conducted an exercise on 238 clauses and got the result of 94% of accuracy in the clause boundary identification. 
Description of Rule Format.

Classification of Telugu Clauses
MC1[nēnu vacc-ā--nu]MC1 ani MC2[vāḍi-to cepp-ā-nu]MC2
I come PST 1SG. COMP he ASS. say PST. 1.SG 'I told him that I came' 
3.1.3b. Disjunctive Clause
Non-finite Clauses
Non-finite clause are formed with non-finite verb and verb does not marked with gender, number and person suffixes in agreement with grammatical subject of the sentence, but they form by adding appropriate tense-mode suffix to a verb stem. And they are always depended and embedded.
Conditional clause
In this conditional clause we use morphological cue -te `positive conditional marker' -rākapōte/ rākuMṭe `negative conditional marker'
SC[nuvvu addamu nu jāraviḍis-tē]SC MC[adi pagilipō-tuM-di]MC
you mirror ACC. drop COND that break FUT 3.SG.N. 'If you drop the mirror, it will break' This is an example for complex sentence with conditional clause. As we noted here, there are two clauses, one of them is subordinate clause or dependent clause and the other one is super ordinate clause or main clause. The verb is present in both the sentences. The subject nuvvu in SC ends with conditional marker -tē and adi in MC agrees the agreement and is manifested with the marker -di respectively
Concessive clause
In this concessive clause we use morphological cues. -inā `positive concessive marker' -rākapōyinā/ -rākunnā `negative concessive marker SC [jōhn veḷl-inā] This is an example for complex sentence with verbal participle clause and also forward control. As we noted here, there are to clauses, one of them is subordinate clause or dependent clause and the other one is super ordinate clause or main clause. The verb is present in both the sentences. The subject ataḍu in SC ends with verbal participle marker-i and in MC agrees the agreement and is manifested with the negative marker lēdu respectively. sujāta snānaM ceyy-aka vāraM rōjulay-iMdi sujatha bath PV NCP week days PST 3.SG. 'Sujatha has not bathed from the last one week'
According to Chekuri ramarao, in his book Telugu Vakyam, he explained in this sentence (48) also that it is a temporal expression, even though 'vāraM rōjulayiMdi' is plural marker it takes only singular agreement marker -di. In this case we should not use yesterday, day before yesterday, etc. for this sentence also. Here we have negative participle marker -aka is there in the sentence.
3.2.3b. Adjective Participle
We use morphological cues in this adjectival predicate. -ina `positive past adjectival participle marker' -tunna `positive durative adjectival participle marker' -ē `positive future adjectival participle marker' -ani `Negative adjectival participle marker' Adjectival participle form of verbs can be pronominalized.
i) Past Adjectival Participle:
SC[nēnu vāḍi-ki icc-ina pustakaM]SC
I he-DAT give PP book 'I gave a book to him' This is an example for accusative nominalization in complex sentences with adjectival participle clause. As we noted here, the subject nēnu in SC ends with past participle marker-ina and the accusative pustakaM is nominalized as shown in the example. The actual sentence is 'nēnu vāḍiki pustakaM iccānu', before doing nominalization pustakaM is in the accusative position.
nēnu vāḍi-ki ivv-ani pustakaM
I he DAT give NPP book 'I didn't give a book to him' This is an example for accusative nominalization in complex sentences with adjectival participle clause. As we noted here, the subject nēnu in SC ends with negative past participle marker -ani and the accusative pustakaM is nominalized as shown in the example. The actual sentence is ' nēnu vāḍiki pustakaM ivva lēdu', before doing nominalization pustakaM is in the accusative position 412 ii) Durative Adjectival Participle vāḍi-ki pustakaM is-tunna nēnu he DAT book give DP i 'I am giving a book to him' This is an example for nominative nominalization in complex sentences with adjectival participle clause. As we noted here, the subject vāḍu in SC ends with durative participle marker -tunna and the nominative nēnu is nominalized as shown in the example. The actual sentence is 'nēnu vāḍiki pustakaM istunnānu', before doing nominalization nēnu is in the nominative position.
vāḍi-ki pustakaM ivv-ani nēnu he DAT book give NDP i 'I am not giving a book to him' This is an example for nominative nominalization in complex sentences with adjectival participle clause. As we noted here, the subject vāḍu in SC ends with negative durative participle marker -ani and the nominative nēnu is nominalized as shown in the example. The actual sentence is 'nēnu vāḍiki pustakaM ivvaḍaM lēdu', before doing nominalization nēnu is in the nominative position iii) Future Adjectival Participle:
vāḍi-ki pustakaM icc-ē nēnu he DAT book give FP I 'I will give a book to him'
